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Picking Intro: [C | C | F | F | C | G | F | C ] 
 

Intro: [C | (e)(f)(f#)(g)(f#)(f)(e) | C] I’m gonna tell you ‘bout the  
 

[F] blues in see…they’re every little thing they  
[C] said they’d be …. there’s time for foolin’ 
[G] no time for fuss  
[(f#) F] blues in see demands the best of [C] us [G] 
 

[C] Blues in see start with a [CM7] little cough  
[C7] yeah they set you free [A] first they piss you  
[Ds2] off.. your eyes’ll water [Dm] you’ll clinch a fist  
[Am] dem blue’ll be the hangin’ type if [F] you resist 
[G] the fever you set free… grab 
[F] applin’ stupidly… blues in  
[C] see [(a#)(a)(g#)(g)  (e)(f)(G)] 
 

Solo: [C7 |  |  |  | F | Fm | C | C7 | G (f#) | F | C (a#)(a)(g#)|(g)(f)(e)(g)] 
 

Bridge: [F] Sittin’ on the dock watchin’ the wheels 
  [C] Listen for the laughter and the giggles and squeals 
  [G] the brighter side of life’s just a[G7]cross the road 
  [C] To make it there you can’t be dear a [C7] chicken or toad 
  [F] Sunday… mornin’… eases… in  
  [C] Lean over, hear and listen friend 

[G] All ..you’ll [(f#)] ever [F] be…blues in  
[C] see [(b)(a)(g#)(g) (e)(f)(G)] 

 
 

Solo: [C7 |  |  |  | F | F | C7 |   | G (f#) | F | C (a#)(a)(g#)|(g)(f)(e)(g)] 
 

[C] Blues in see start with a [CM7] little cough  
[C7] yeah they set you free [A] first they piss you  
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[Ds2] off.. your eyes’ll water [Dm] you’ll flip a lid  
[Am] dem blues they aint the leavin’ type you [F] can’t get rid 
[G] of the fever consciously … blues in  
[C] see [(a#)(a)(g#)(g)  (e)(f)(G)] 
 

[C7] Now I’ve told you ‘bout the Blues in see [(e)(f)(f#)(g)(f#)(f)(e)] 
[C7] They’re every little thing I’d hope they’d be [(e)(f)(f#)(g)(f#)(f)(e)] 
[F] my eyes clearing [Fm] my fist a hand 
[C] Joyfully jiggin’ the [C7] master plan 
[G] ready as [(f#)] can [F] be 
[G] proppin’ up beneath the [F] tree 

[G] chew applin’ happi[F]ly…blues in  
[C] see [(b)(a)(g#)(g) (e)(f)(G)] 
 

C [x32010] F [133211] G [320003] CM7 [x32000] 
C7 [x32310] A [x02220] Ds2 [xx0230] Dm [xx0231] 
Am [x02210] Fm [133111] G7 [320001]  

 


